For Businesses
Apex Energy solar and battery storage for business offers a highly attractive return on
investment with almost zero upfront costs.
In most instances, investing in solar for larger commercial type applications, including
businesses, schools, universities and government buildings, means that your electricity bill can
be replaced by paying off a solar system asset.

Investing in Solar Electricity money is dead money. Instead, you could be putting that quarterly
bill towards paying down a depreciating asset and have free electricity in as little as a few
years. Alternatively, you could purchase the solar system outright and utilise the instant asset
write-off.

Designed for Business We have the solar electricity solution to meet all your business’s power
needs with a comprehensive renewable energy system that includes high-quality components,
a robust inverter, brand-name solar modules, reliable battery storage, and a fully accredited
installation team backed by ISO-certified processes and first-class safety.
Our team can design a system and create a proposal for your business tailored to your current
and expected energy consumption, time of use, system size, location and unit energy costs.

Boost Your Sustainability Credentials A commercial solar system demonstrates your
commitment to renewable energy and sustainability. The installation of solar provides the next
step in becoming a more sustainable and responsible business.
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Benefits
Energy Stability & Security The energy
generated by a commercial solar system
is first consumed by the building. This
provides a layer of energy security, as the
power for the building is generated onsite
instead of relying on an uncertain grid
network.

In-depth Monitoring & Analysis We
provide all of our commercial solar systems
with in-depth monitoring as standard,
so that you can adapt your energy
consumption to better suit your solar
generation.
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